
From: Rosaria De Riso <Rosaria.De.Riso@outlook.com> 
Sent: 25 September 2022 13:10 
To: EVH Licensing <EVH.Licensing@swansea.gov.uk> 
Subject: 187 middle road lifestyle express SA5 8EZ 

CAUTION: External email - Do not click links/open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe 

Good morning with this mail I am confirming my disagreement regarding the lifestyle 
express shop changes requested I will explain my points in order with your 
guidelines  
-Prevention of crime and disorder in this area there are already many vandalism
activity as damage of private property like I had myself to pay a professional to get it
sorted and install a ring camera and audio device trying to discourage those acts, the
entry to my house door obstructed by bicycles and scooters laying right outside my
house pavement, rubbish and glass from broken bottles dangerous for both kids and
dog on walks, leave the shop open for late hours will keep growing that decaying
situation
-Public safety selling alcohol to late hours will only make they shop more of a
meeting point to drink and make noise easily taking into fights and public disorders
-Prevention of public nuisance the request of the shop owner shows a lack of respect
for the neighbourhood as being in a residential area after a certain hours should be
living in quiet in the respect of the residents working hours and habits, in my case I
have to wake up at 2 o'clock in the morning to work and I deserve some peace to
rest like anybody else does
-Protection of children from harm selling alcohol and having the shop as meeting
point for teenagers and adults give a bad example to the children who emulate those
attitudes like asking to people to buy vape pen liquid.
In the email it was said that the parking issue won't be taken in consideration that is
still an obvious problem that won't disappear by ignoring it.
Thanks for your attention and work I trust in your judgment that will lead to an
appropriate decision in respect of all the residents.
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